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Abstract— The rendering of small and medium sector 

business makes an important contribution to the Indian 

Economy. Even-though the Indian government implemented 

a lot many benefits for the development of all the small and 

medium sector business in townships, the major advantage 

on such benefits have not been enjoyed or given any sort of 

experience to people in the above-mentioned sectors. In this 

fast developing and emerging marketing atmosphere, 

industrialist focus mainly on carter interpretation and fierce 

cost to attain orders. Logistics has been playing a major role 

in procurement of raw materials and essentials and has 

implemented a system named Flexible Procurement System 

(FPS) for sustainability of uncertain business environment 

among the manufacturing sectors. 
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I. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Transpotation Decision of Small Business in Soweto: 

Balancing Responsiveness and Efficiency, [Themari Eicker, 

Jacoba O. Cilliers] 

The background of the study mainly implies on small 

business environment and manufacturing sectors in and 

around South African government and environment. The 

main objective of this study is to know how formal, 

independent micro retail business working under SOWETO 

MANAGE TRANPORTATION as a logistics supply chain 

drive to be economically and financially stable. The result 

obtained hence forth from the study is how retailers manage 

the supply chain decision by focusing on either cost 

efficiency or responsiveness. These two decisions mainly 

depend on the type of transportation decision and the 

manufacturing sector in which the retailer operates. Another 

option depends on the profile of the transporting 

organisation. The transporting decision is based on having 

the inventory or material available either directly or 

indirectly [External or Internal]. The author has concluded 

that the decision taken by an organisation that is older, 

developing business could server as a role model to those 

developing organisation to have a controlling growth pattern 

in their growth chart.  

B. Priortisingthe Implementation of Practicies to 

Overcome Operational Barriersin Reverse Logistics 

[Amanda Badenhorst]-2016 

The author in this study is from the Department of 

Entrepreneurship who has mainly concentrated on Reverse 

Logistics and its operational barriers. The major issues in 

operational management are the role of technology and its 

quality in the logistics. Third Party Logistics [3PL] in 

logistics and SCM in a company’s use of 3rd Party 

profession is to out house the materials of the company’s 

distribution and achievement of services. The major 

objective of the study is to analysis the effectiveness of the 

reverse logistics process and matching the outcome to the 

applicable practises by means of a operational framework 

and separating the implemented input of the practitioners to 

the appropriate practices. The result obtained from the 

respondents were advised to show out the important of the 

practices and how tempered they would be to put them into 

practise. The outcome showed that all the framework 

developed in this study will enable the manufacture to 

establish or indicate the operational barriers they get to 

experience in 3rd party logistics and the practises they can 

provide on a priority basis to get rid of the barrier. 

C. Assessing the Impact of Road Transport Infrastucture 

Investment on Economic Development in South Africa 

[Anathi Hlotywa and Emeka Ndaguba, 2014] 

This study has a major background of GDP [GROSS 

DOMESTIC PRODUCT] since 2009 along with the 

economic investment to increase the GDP in SOUTH 

AFRICA and in its marketing environment. The result 

obtained was approx. 86.7% that has a variation in the 

SOUTH AFRICA marketing sector. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in the study is based on various 

philosophical and mathematical assumption. The major 

model used in lot number of study is Interpretive Structural 

Modelling [ISM] technique and it is majorly used to attain 

major objectives in enormous numbers either directly or 

indirectly incorporated items and integrated interaction 

among them. Another research methodology is quantitative 

method of using a survey strategy and electronic structured 

questionnaires to clarity & analyse the selection and 

ordering the outsource rules and criteria. Initially pilot study 

is carried out to examine the quality and clearance of the 

constructed the questionnaire to know the accuracy and 

understanding capability of the respondent 

III. CONCLUSION 

From all the literature reviews and the previous studies 

carried out by various authors on organised and unorganised 

logistics sector it is clear that transportation plays an 

important role in the development and manufacturing plant 

and in the organisation of finished and pre-planned 

production raw materials. These studies have been a base for 

the continuation of my project on organised and un-

organised logistics sector. It has also led to the development 

of economical development and infrastructural development 

for the country and also led to a increased investment in 

large amount. 
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